The Midterm Evaluation Protocol
The Midterm Evaluation Committee for the Centre of Basic Research LC06002 „Doppler
Institute for Mathematical Physics and Applied Mathematics“ , in the following CBR,
was presented in an open session on February 4, 2009, the following items:
1. A report by the CBR Director Prof. RNDr. Pavel Exner, DrSc.
2. A statement of the CBR Council provided by its chair Prof. Ari Laptev, presented
and amended by the vicechair, Ing. Pavel Středa, DrSc.
3. Reports of senior CBR members trusted with steering the thematic programmes
or their deputies summarizing the results achieved in 2006-2008
4. Referee reports presented by RNDr. Eduard Feireisl, DrSc. (in a written form),
Prof. RNDr. Olga Krupková, DrSc. and Prof. RNDr. Peter Prešnajder, DrSc.
After that the Evaluation Committee discussed the said documents in a closed session in
presence of the CBR Director and Vicedirectors and came to the following conclusions:
1. Centre of Basic Research LC06002 fulfils its duties in an exemplary way and in
correspondence with the declared aims. The results, which are mostly new
scientific findings, have a top level on an international scale and their number is
above average. Some of them can lead to important applications, for example, in
medicine.
2. The CBR scientific team is well balanced both in terms of subject and age.
3. CBR maintains a wide international scientific collaboration and organizes a
number of conferences, workshops and other meetings, contributing thus to the
renown of the Czech science worldwide.
4. It is a sign of appreaciation of the CBR scientific level that it was trusted with the
organization of the world largest conference in the field of mathematical physics.
5. CBR cares about the doctoral and master student education in an examplary way.
6. The way of handling the financial means as described in detail in the CBR reports
was efficient and followed the set rules.
7. The Committee is convinced that the CBR activity will continue successfully in
the future and recommends to finance it.
8. To ensure continuity and further development of the achieved scientific level it is
without any doubt desirable to have the CBR activity continued even after the
expiration of the project period.

Given in Prague, February 4, 2009

Prof. RNDr. Jiří Hořejší, DrSc.

